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supposed prescriptive right, who included powerful allies of the
Liberal Government. Tories were inclined to rub their hands over
the troubles which in this quarter awaited the new Government and,
in particular, the new Home Secretary. The aggrieved bodies, they
argued, would be deeply wounded if the existing prohibition were
maintained : to some extent, Liberals in Parliament had committed
themselves against its maintenance ; law and order, on the other
hand, which a Home Secretary was bound to protect, would be
imperilled if it were revoked. Nor was the situation simplified by
the fact that the prohibition in force was thought in high legal
quarters to be of doubtful validity, and such as might provoke an
embarrassing attempt to test it on the part of the champions of
Liberty.
The Metropolitan Radical Federation, in fact, intended to test it
in November 1892 : and on 19th October a deputation from this
formidable body waited on the Home Secretary to know if he would
permit their meeting or not. He had made up his mind : and the
decision which he announced to the deputies actually satisfied
every interest involved. He appeased the local shopkeepers and
busmen by the admission that under the old conditions meetings
had degenerated into an intolerable public nuisance ; he refreshed
the deputies by the declaration that this fact furnished no good
reason why the public should be permanently excluded, " at all
times, however convenient, under any conditions, however reason-
able, and for any purpose, however legitimate, from their accus-
tomed place of meeting." For the future meetings would b©
permitted subject to four conditions. They were to be held (1) by
daylight; (2) only on Saturday afternoons, Sundays, and Bank
Holidays (when the shops are shut and the traffic comparatively
small) ; (3) only after reasonable previous notice to the police (who
can thus make the necessary arrangements for route of processions
and control of traffic) ; (4) subject to such regulations as to route,
etc., as the police might in each case make. This solution satisfied
everyone, antagonised nobody, and has worked without a hitch for
forty years. It evoked a characteristically phrased tribute from
Lord Eosebery :
Lord Bosebery to
2U(X'e2.
MY DEAB ASQtTITH,
In reply to your kind note let me send you the expression of my
hearty delight on what is a real subject of congratulation. I mean your
treatment of the Trafalgar Square contention and deputation. To nave

